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SUMMARY

Tests at Wch nmhers between 1.36 and 2.01 of a twi=coop
air intake enclosing 61.5 percent of the maximum circumference of a
body of revolution and located five forebody diameters behind the
apex showed that the total pressure recovered after diffusion was
about 10 percent greater than that attained in previous tests with
an annular entrence of the same area. The recovery with both twir+
scoop and annular intakes was improved when the inlet Mach nmiber
was reduced by an oblique shock wave occurring upstream of the
entrance. However, the improvement that could be attained by increas-
ing the intensity of the shock wave was limited by the presence of the
boundary layer. With the t~coop entrances the maxhmm recovery
was attained with the oblique shock wave caused by a 5° deflection
of the stream This recovery was.about fow+f ifths of that of a
normal shook wave occurring at the sam Mach nuniberat which the
model was tested.

INTRoDucmoN

The total pressure recovered after diffusion with the emmlar
duct entreaces of reference 1 was found to be roughly two-thirds of
that through a normal shock wave occurring at the sam Mach number.
The cause of this relatively low recovery of pressure is the intez=
action between the compression in the diffuser end the boundary
layer of the air flowing through the entrance. This interaction .
causes the boundary layer to separate when the pressure recovery has
r~ached only a moderate value; consequently> the maximum total

. messure attainable is limited..
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Since two faotws, the b~ Myer and the yes sure gradients
Imposed upon the boundary layer by the compression In the diffusw,
are responsible for the lar~ losses associated with this t~ of
Intake, m improve~nt in the pressure recovery ahouldbe possible
if the two factors are diminished. The amount of boundary-layer air
relative to the amount of unretarded air that enters a duct can be
reduced by decreasing the circumferential length that the inlet
encloses while the entrance area remains the sam. The pressure
gradient that is imposed upon the boundary layer when the stream Is
decelerated from supersonic to subsonic velocities inside the duct
can be reduced if the Mach number at which the compression occurs
is decreased. This reduction can be accauplished by decelerating
the stream+through one or more oblique shock waves upstreexaof the
entrance.

It is the purpose of the present report to describe tests upon
an inlet designed according to the foregoing considerations to provide
a Pater reo~ery of tot~ Pressure than is attainable with an
annular entrance that is situated in a region of appreciable boundary
layer.
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APPARATUS AND mm

The tests were performd in the Am3s 8- ‘by8-inch supersonic
wind tunnel at l&ch numbers between 1.36 sad 2.01 and Reynolds
numbers, based upon the length of body ahead of the entrance,
between 2.23 and 3.09million. The equipmmt and ~thds used
during the investigation are described in reference 1.

The model is shown in figure 1, end the dimmsions are given in
figure 2. The forebbdy is the sam as that of model B of reference 1;
it consists of a lbaliber ogival nose followed by a cylindrical
section. The length of the body ahead of the scoops is five forebody
diemters. ~ scoops sre dimtrica~y opposed and enclose 61.5
percent of the maximum circumferential length of the forebody. The
intake area is the seineas that of the models of reference 1, or
about me-third of the proJected frontal area of the station at the
entrance. The subsequent duct consists of a subsmic diffuser that
diverges at an equivalent cone angle of 12.6° with an area ratio of
4.8 between the inlets and the settling chsniber. The exit of the
passage through ths model is a throat of variable area to permit
control of the pressure in the settling chamber. For all of the
conditions of the tests, the pressure ratio across this throat was
sufficient to maintain sonic velocity through it.

● The ~coop models were constructed by casting the portion
ahead of the settling chamber from a the. rmo-setting plastic, The
settling cheaiberand the suppmts were made of brass * steel,
respectively.

.
M orderto decrease the Mach number at the duct entrance, a

model was tested that had a ramp ahead of each intake to deflect the
stream end ~oduce an obliqzb shock wave. Ramps having straight

. sides end angles of 2.5°, 5°, 9°, and 11.3°were tested to determine
the optimum deflection; a photograph of the model with a 5° rsmp is
shown in figure 3 (a).The rsmp angle was changed by decreasing the
length of the ramp while the height remained the sem. A model
having no remp was testealin order to show the iqrovemnt in the
totd+pressure recovery caused by-a reduction of the inlet Mach
nmiber and also to show, by a ccmqarison with the annular intake
of reference 1, the improvement that results from a decrease in the
proportion of boundery layer to free air that flows ~ough the
duct entrance, #lmdel with an annuler inlet of the same area as
that of the twi~coops and a ramp angle of 5° (fig. 3(b)) was tested

—.
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in order to compare the
resuiting from the ramp
models. Aside from the

NACA RM No. A7J27

.

improvement in total-pressure recovery
with that attained with the twin-scoop

—.

addition of the ram~. this model is i ‘“

comparable to model B of reference 1.
-.

In an attempt to create a large pressure difference between the
surface and the sides of the 2.5° and 5° ramps of the twin-scoop
model, the sides of the rays were curved as shown in figure 2. The
purpose was to cause an expansion of the air flowing around the
ramps in order to create a low-pressure area that would divert the

—

boundary layer from flowing through the intskes. —

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

‘As shown in figure 4, the pressure recovered after diffusion
with the duct inlets of the twin-scoop model is about 10 percent
greater than that of the corresponding annular entrance. The.addi-
tion of a ramp to either type of inlet produces an improvement in
the meximum total-pressure ratio, %/%. The total pressure
attainable with the annular entrance is improved about 6 percent
and that with the twlr+scoop entrance about 9 percent by the reduc-
tion in the inlet Mach nuniberresulting from the oblique shock wave
created by a 5° deflection of the flow along the forebody. This
greater improvement with the twi~coop model is possibly the result ●

of the three-dimnsional character of the flow about the scoops that
permits some of the boundary layer to flow over the sides of the
raq ~d around the inlets.

Figure 5 shows that a ramp angle of about 5° is the optimum for
..

the twin-scoop entrance. The recovery is roughly four-fifths of
—

that occurring through a normal shock wave at the Mach number at .

which the model was tested. An optimum remp amgle exists because .

two factors, the boundary layer and the oblique shock wave, influence
the flow but counteract each other. The obllque shock wave tends to
diminish the pressure losses as its intensity increases because the
Mach number at the duct inlet is reduced and the deceleration from
supersonic to subsonic velocities Is less severe. However, as the
intensity of the oblique shock wave increases,the adverse pressure
gradient resulting from the shock eventually becoms great enough
to thicken th? boundary layer and to cause separation with the
resulting decrease in the pressure recovery.

....=
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Curving the sides of the ramp in sm attempt to divert the
boundary layer to flow around the inlet produces no improvemmt; in
fact, as shown in figure 5, the recovery is a few ~rcent less.

The variation of total-pressure ratio with ms+flow ratio is
shown in figure 6 for the twi~coop entrance with a 5°, straight-
sided rq and in figure 7 for the annular “entrancewith a 5° rap.
(Mass-flowratio is defined in reference 1 as the mass of fluid
entering the inlets divided by that which would flow through a tube
of the sam erea in the free streem.) The results with the twi~
scoop model show that at Mach numbers less than 1.7 the total-
pressure ratio does not decrease abruptly from the maximum as it does
with the annuler entrance.1 This behavior again may be the result of
the three4imensional nature of the flow about the SCOOPS. A veria
tion that is not abrupt is more desirable because a smll change in
the mass of air flowing through sn inlet will not cause’a l=ge change
In pressure at the intake of an engine.

The schlieren photographs of figure 8 show that the boundary
layer separates upstream of the entrance of the twin scoops In the
same manner that it does tith the annular entrances of reference 1.
At large values of the outlekinlet area ratio, the flow through the
inlet Is supersonic and the mss-flow ratio is nearly constant; the
flow pattern is then like that shown in figure 8 for an area ratio
of 1.4. As the area ratio is reduced, the total-pressure ratio
increases toward the meximum with a relatively small change in the
mas~flow ratio, as shown in figure 6. When the shock losses occur
near the inlet to the subsonic diffuser, at the minimum local Mach
number, they are the least, and the total-pressure ratio is the mea3-
mum. A further reduction in the erea ratio causes a decrease in
both the totel-~essure emd mass-flow ratios because the boundsry
layer separates upstream of the inlets. The schlieren photographs
of figure 8 thatwere taken consecutively at an area ratio of 1.1
show that this separation is intermittent. The flow through the
inlets fluctuates from supersonic, with a relatively thin boundary

‘The experimental technique used in determining the msximum total–
pressure ratios is to set the outlet-inlet area ratio at the value
that produces the maximum total-pressure recovery as indicated by
the menomter board. Then points are obtained on both sides of
this msximum. Therefore, the variation about the peak of the curve
is accurately determined.

-“---—~:–-~:.a
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layer, to subsonic, with a completely separated boundary layer. The
reason for the fluctuation is that after the boundary layer separates,
the total pressure in the diffuser is reduced, and the cause of the *

separation no longer exists. The streem once again enters the inlet,
the pressure rises until the gradients are sufficient to cause the
boundary layer to separate, and then the cycle is repeated. With the
twin+3coo~ inlet, the fluctuation through one scoop can be out of
phase with that through the other as shown by the photographs taken
consecutively at an area ratio of 1.0. When the area ratio is about
0.8 or less, the flow is almost continually separated; occasionally
it does recover its normal course momentarily. The ?naSs-flw ratios
at which the flow is separated intermittently,and almost continually,
are indicated in figures 6 and 7.

Although the schlieren photographs show that violent fluctuations
of the flow occur, the pressure measuremmts did not exhibit any non-

—.

uniformity in the pressure distrilmtion in the settling cba.mbernor
did they show that the pressure fluctuates. The pressure+asmin$
system, which consists of several feet of Smal-1-di-tir tubing .

.

connected to a multiple-tube mercury manometer, is too heavily damped
to indicate oscillations of a relatively high frequency. It is
estimated that the intermittent fluctuations observed during the
tests occur at a frequency of about 15 cycles per second, since the
image of the separated flow appears to flicker only slightly when
studied on a viewing screen.

-.

Schliezwm photogrqhs of the flow that passes along the sides
of the scoops show that when the boundary layer sepsrates upstream
of the entry, it separates around the entire body (fig. 9).

CONCLUSIONS

Tests at Mach numbers between 1.36”and 2.01 of a twir+scoop
duct inlet enclosing 61.5 percent of the maximum circumference of a
body of revolution have shown the following effects:

1. The pressure recovery attainable with a duct inlet situated
in a region of appreciable boundary is improved if the inlet Mach
number is reduced by an oblique shock wave occurring upstream of
the entrance. The petissible intensity of this shock wave is
limited, however, to a relatively small compression ratio by the
presence of the boundary layer.

2. The ohllque shock wave caused-by a ramp angle of 5° was the
optimum for the twin-scoop inlet of these tests.

.

.
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3* The twin-scoop inlet produced a recovery of total pressure
about 10 percent greater than that attainable with the corresponding
annular entrance. The recovery attained with the twi~coop model
was about four-fifths of that through a norml shock wave occurring
at the Mach nunher at which the model was tested.

Ames Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Ccmmittee for Aeronautics,

Moffett Field, Cal.if.
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I?igure 1.- Mc&l vith a twin-scoop duct inlet and a ~“ mmp Installed h the Ames 8- by 8-lnoh

Sup3rscdc Wind Tuuu91.
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(a)Twin-scoop duct inlet.

,

~D) Annular duct inlet
Figure 3.- Modelswith a 5° ramp.
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Note:Hhife edge parallel to the streamdireotion.

Figure 8.- Schlieren photographs of the flow shead of the
~ooop inlet at al?achnuuiber of 1.70 at various
outlet-inlet area ratios.
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Figure 9.- Schlieren photographs of the flow along the sides
of the tw+scoop Net at a Mach nmiber of 1.70 at various
outlekinleterearatios.


